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SOURCES OF INFORHATION 

Geology by 0_L. White, 1963. 

Topography directly from map 30 M/l3a of the National Topographic Serief:© 

NOTE 

Magnetic declination in the map—area approximately 7 ' i n 1 9 6 3

Issued 1 9 6 4 . 

MARGINAL NOTES (CONT.) 

Later, as the front of this ice melted back, the melt waters were again 
ponded between the high ground in the north and the ice front in the south^. 

} A further, and final, advance of the ice over the fine-grained sediments 
^1 deposited in this ponding left behind a clay till which is seen only in the 

2 southern and southwestern part of the map-area. 
^ Again, the melt waters of this final ice were ponded and the silts and 

clays deposited are referred to as Peel  Pondings, Lake Peel probably existed 
for only a short time as shoreline development is poor. 

However, at least three possible shorelines appear to exist in the map
area, perhaps representing different, but short—lived, stages of Lake Peel. 
The deltaic (?) sands which occur at several elevations probably correlate 
with the stages of Lake Peel^ 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 

Sand and Gravel: Commercial operations are at present concentrated in the 
Maple area and along the East Humber upstream from Fine Grove^ PIentiful sand 
and gravel is undoubtedly still available especially in the northern portions 
of the map-sheet, but in addition to being of variable thickness it lies 
beneath a mantle of till also of variable thickness. Extensive exploration 
would be required before possible new sites could be evaluated* 

Cementation of the gravels along the East Humber River has apparently 
restricted the full exploitation of the various pits. 

Ground Water: In the map—area, water is obtained both from within tjie drift 
and from the bedrock. Investigation is underway to determine the general 
usefulness of the glaciofluvial-lacustrine sediments as an aquifer though it 
is likely to be of less use in the south than in the north'. Ground water is 
also obtained from drift deposits in buried valleys, one, at least, occurring 
in the vicinity of the southwest corner of the map-sheet. 

ENGINEERING GEOLOGY 

Bedrock: Observations in areas adjacent to the present map-area indicate that 
the highly jointed and almost fragmented, shaly strata of bedrock will 
disintegrate rapidly on exposure to the air*. Thus, special handling of the 
bedrock may be necessary if foundations are to be located upon freshly 
excavated shale^ 

Low a'hgle thrust (?) faulting and "folding" of the bedrock may also be 
encountered close to the bedrock surface. Clay seams often encountered in 
drillholes in the'bedrock may possibly be associated with fault surfaces^ 

Glacioflu-via 1 L„^.custrine Depositsr The fine sands and silts present in these 
I deposits appear to be associated with extensive slumping in the walls of the 
i valleys^ Seepage zones occurring in the silts often result in the undermining 

-̂ 1 of the upper slopes. The clay strata in these sediments are also sources of 
S weakness when high precipitation or other sources of water (broken mains etc.) 
^ result in 1owered shear strengths. 

Till II; Generally, the till is dense to extremely dense material of low 
plasticity (L.L. I 4 - 3 6 , P^I. 3 - 1 5 ) and low permeability^ In the northern part 
of the map-area the till is less clayey and less dense. Lenses of silt and 
clay commonly occur throughout the'till. 

Till III; Present only in the southern and southwestern part of the map-area, 
this till is more plabtic (L^L. 43-49, P d e 20-23) than Till II and is a 
similar material in many respects to the Peel Pondings which are widely but 

woff irregularly distributed. 

 Textural descriptions and particle size limits are in accordance with the 
U D c A ^ classification. 

PLEISTOCENE GEOLOGY OF THE WOODBRIDGE AREA 

Field mapping of the area was carried out during the 1 9 6 2 field season by 
P,F. Karrow, B.C. McDonald, L.L. Davies and W^R. MoClymont and in the I 9 6 3 
season by 0>.L. White, D^B. Steele, and WcD^ Morrison, 

Field tecJ^niques Included the examination of road and railroad cuts^ 
foundation excavations, pipeline trenches, sand and gravel pits and natural 
exposures in stream banks as well as test pitting by hand. Excellent 
opportutflties for, the examination of cuts etc, was provided by the construction 
activities for the Canadian National Railways Toronto By-pasa Line which 
traverses the southern portion of the map-area, 

PHYSIOGRAPHY 

The area mapped consists largely of a till plain modified in part by a 
thin discontinuous veneer of lacustrine sediments which tends to subdue the 
usual relief of a ground moraine. In the northern part of the area the 
lacustrine sediments are absent and the terrain is moj'e hummocky as a till end 
moraine is approached just outside the map-sheet. Part of a spur of the Oak 
Ridges kame moraine extends into the map-area. Sand plains of limited areal 
extent occur in the immediate vicinity of the Humber River, and it is probable 
that these areas were deltas which formed in earlier high level lakes^ 

The whole area has been dissected by several major streams and their 
tributaries. These include the Humber River, East Humber River, Don River and 
Black Creeks 

GEOLOGY 

Bedrock: The bedrock underlying the map-area is exposed in only a few places^ 
All exposures are in valley walls and bottoms in the vicinity of W<iodbridge, 
in Vaughan Township, and, in Etobicoke Township, in the valley of the Humber 
opposite Humber Summit ̂  

Bedrock consists of flat-lying, thin bedded shale, and calcareous silt
stone with some impure limestone bandsi. Some beds are highly fossiliferous^ 
It is referred to as the Dundas Formation of Ordovician age. 

Generally free of any significant structural disturbance the bedrock does 
exhibit local "folding"^ This folding, and the low angle thrust (?) faulting, 
observed in the bedrock just outside the map-area, is probably related to the 
overriding of the bedrock by the glacierv 

The configxiration of the bedrock surface is not as yet determined but it 
does appear that valleys exist which have been cut into the bedrock by pre
glacial streams^ These valleys have been filled in with stream deposits and 
glacial drift, 

Surficial Deposits: The oldest drift unit recognized in the area is a very 
dense, grey, loam till (sand 395^, silt 3 9 ^ , clay 22^)*. It has been seen 
only in one location  a railroad cut south of Woodbridge^ 

A variable thickness of well stratified silts and clays overlies the 
above mentioned till. Some sand layers are present and the unit is capped in 
places with a two-foot layer of well oxidized sand and gravely The silts and 
clays are greenish grey to grey in colour and have a high content of organic 
material. Pieces of wood and well preserved specimens of mosses have been 
recovered. Pollen studies indicate cool climate conditions at the time of 
deposition. These deposits have only been seen at the one location. 

A thin layer of very dense, grey silt loam to Silty clay loam till (Till 
I) (sand IO-203S, silt 5 0 - 5 8 ^ , clay 23-38?S) overlies the organic silts and clays 
at the Woodbridge railroad cut,. At a few other locations in the map-area a 
lower unit considered to be Till I is exposed, but nowhere is the unit exposed 
for its full thickness. Where this till is exposed in section with Till II 
there is very little difference in texture and appearance between Till I and 
Till II, Thus it would be very difficult to distinguish the separate units 
unless intervening sands are present, 

Glacio-Fluvial-Lacustrine Sediments appear to be present throughout the entire 
map-area except for an area northwest and west of Edgeley and perhaps another 
southwest of Woodbridge. Apart from being exposed in the valleys^ the 
sediments outcrop in three areas,  west of Purpleville, south of Sherwood and 
north and east of Maple, In the latter location the sediments are extensively 
worked as a source of sand and gravel. 

The thickness of the sediments varies from zero to 4O or 50 feet but are 
usually 1 0 - 2 0 feet thick„ In several places along the East Humber River, they 
appear to merge with alluvial terrace deposits which have probably originated 
from a. reworking of the sediments^. 

The sediments which are coarsely granular in the north and much finer 
grained in the south appear to be part of a more or less continuous sheet of 
sediment> which has been deposited in the same body of water but under different 
conditions of sedimentation. 

The upper portions of the sediments, particularly in the southern part of 
the map-area are often stratified with till-like layers and in places appear to 
be transitional in texture from the underlying well sorted sediments to the 
overlying till. 

At most of the pits along the East Humber River, north of the Boyd 
Conservation Area, much of the gravel is firmly cemented by calcium carbonate*, 

Till II underlies most of the upland area of the map—sheet except where 
the fluvial-lacustrine sediments outcrop and where Till III is present,. 
Sections exposed in the I'iver vall*jy and excavations show that the till overli
es the sediments with either a sharp contact or, in many cases, is transition
al without a distinct boundary.. 

The till has variable texture ranging from a silty clay loam to a sandy 
loam with the more sandy occurrences generally being towards the northern part 
of the map-area. Its colour is generally dull grey in unweathered section 
changing to buii in oxidized condition. In some places the change (at 10—12* 
below the surf ace) is gradational and at other places quite sharps 

Lenses of well sorted sands, silts or clay are frequently found within 
the body of the till sheet. Pebble content is variable but perhaps is lower 
in the northern part of the area than in the south. The till is extremely 
dense in dry or moist condition and dense to medium in saturated condition^ 

Isolated patches of a darkish grey clay till (Till III) (sand 1 0 - 1 8 5 ^ , 
silt 3 0 - 3 4 ^ , clay 4 8 - 6 0 ^ ) were found in the southern portions of the map-c^rea.. 
The texture of this material is very similar to that of the fine-grained 
lacustrine deposits which are present as a veneer over much of the area. 

Lacustrine Silts and Clays occur over the greater part of the map—area south 
of a line between Maple and Purpleville^ They occur as a discontinuous veneer 
usually  2 - 3 feet thick but sometimes as much as  10 -  1 2 feet thick. 

The sediments are usually silts and clays,with an occasional band of fine 
to medium sand^ The sediments are sometimes varved, especially in the thicker 
deposits^ Stratification otherwise is commonly weak to absent having probably 
been destroyed by the soil-forming processes. Pebbles and grits are 
frequently found throughout the deposit. 

Deltaic (?) Sands; The youngest deposits in the area (apart from modern 
alluvium and peat) are the sands which overlie in part the lacustrine silts 
and clayst The sands are confined to the vicinity of the present Humber 
River, partially covering the uplands flanking this stream. They occur in the 
map-area at elevations ranging from 720 feet to 48O feet. They have a maximum 
thickness of  10  1 5 feet and rapidly thin out to be absent within about a 
mile of the river, 

Texturally they range from coarse silt to medium sand with occasional 
strata of coarser particles. Commonly well stratified in thick sections, they 
often exhibit crossbedding and other structural features consistent with a 
deltaic environment. No evidence of former life has been seen in these sands, 

GEOLOGICAL HISTORY 

The area is characterized by a succession of glacial and glaciofluvial
lacustrine deposits. The last two, and probably last three, advances of the 
ice were from the Lake Ontario basin but the direction from which the ice 
came to deposit the oldest till is as yet unknown, 

Preceeding the deposition of Till II a body of water, extended across the 
whole map-area being bounded to the north by high ground and a northern glacier 
and to the south by the probably fluctuating front of the Ontario ice lobe.. 
Into this water a continuous sheet of sediment was deposited under various 
sedimentation conditions. That the major swjrce area of sediments and melt 
water was in the north, appears evident frtwi the gradation of the sediments 
from coarse to fine from the north to the south. 

With the subsequent advance of the Ontario glacier these sediments were 
covered by a layer of till (ll) which now covers most of the map-area, 
thinning out to a veneer of only 2 - 3 * over the extensive sand deposits at 
Maple*. 
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